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The kinetics of thermal inactivation of copper-containing
amine oxidase from lentil seedlings were studied in a
100 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7, using
putrescine as the substrate. The temperature range was
between 47-60oC. The thermal inactivation curves were not
linear at 52 and 57oC; three linear phases were shown. The
first phase gave some information about the number of
dimeric forms of the enzyme that were induced by the
higher temperatures using the “conformational lock”
pertaining theory to oligomeric enzyme. The
“conformational lock” caused two additional dimeric
forms of the enzyme when the temperature increased to
57oC. The second and third phases were interpreted
according to a dissociative thermal inactivation model.
These phases showed that lentil amine oxidase was
reversibly-dissociated before the irreversible thermal
inactivation. Although lentil amine oxidase is not a
thermostable enzyme, its dimeric structure can form
“conformational lock,” conferring a structural tolerance to
the enzyme against heat stress.
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Introduction

Copper amine oxidases [amine: oxygen oxidoreductase
(deaminating) (copper/TPQ-containing), EC 1.4.3.6] catalyze

the oxidation of primary amines with the formation of the
corresponding aldehyde, ammonia, and hydrogen peroxide.
Plant amine oxidases are soluble dimeric enzymes. Each
monomer (molecular mass approximately 70 kDa) contains
one Cu(II) center that is essential for enzyme redox activity,
and one organic prosthetic group that is identified as 6-
hydroxydopa quinone (TPQ) (Janes et al., 1990). Most of the
studies on AOs have concentrated on their physiological role
(Maccarrone et al., 1991; Buffoni, 1995; Lyles, 1996), their
mechanism of action (Agostinelli et al., 1997; Hevel et al.,
1999; Padiglia et al., 2001), and the effects of some substrates
(Lyles, 1995; Medda et al., 2000) and inhibitors (Befani et al.,
1995; Padiglia et al., 1998). Although the crystal structures of
various copper-containing amine oxidases have been
determined (Cooper et al., 1992; Kumar et al., 1996; Wilce et
al., 1997; Li et al., 1998), limited reports have been published
on the importance of AOs subunits. For example, Aspergillus
niger AO, when treated with sodium n-dodecyl sulphate, SDS,
dissociated into two subunits, which showed different
mobility in native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
(Frébort et al., 1995). The enzyme showed half-site reactivity
with the carbonyl reagent phenylhydrazine, while each subunit
could react with phenylhydrazine. This was probably caused
by the conformational changes after binding of the inhibitor to
any one of the active sites that lead to the inaccessibility of the
second site for the inhibitor (allosteric effect) (Frébort et al.,
1995). Moreover, dimeric-beef-plasma-amine oxidase was not
readily dissociated by moderate denaturing conditions. These
include acidic or basic solutions or low concentrations of
guanidine hydrochloride, indicating very strong inter-subunit
interactions (Achee et al., 1968); pig plasma amine oxidase
exhibited no degree of flexibility, due to the independent
rotation of the subunits in the nanosecond range (Massey and
Churchich, 1979).

Protein oligomerization leads to the functional advantages
of multivalency and high-binding strength, combining
functions of different domains and increasing structure
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stabilization (Steif et al., 1993) without a considerable effect
on the enzyme activity (Levi et al., 2000; for review see Engel
and Kammerer, 2000). Moreover, oligomerization can induce
new abilities or functions, such as binding to DNA (Jones,
1990), cytotoxicity (Canals et al., 2001), and a function as a
hormone receptor (Wells, 1994). Some oligomeric enzymes
may also contain a specific structure, called “conformational
lock,” which is defined as a complexity of inter-subunit
contacts that, by progressive and stepwise breaks, leads to the
separation of the inactive monomers. This structure gives
additional structural/functional stability to oligomeric
enzymes, due to the interaction of subunits and the formation
of several active oligomeric forms (for review see Poltorak et
al., 1998).

Allosteric relationships between the two subunits have
never been observed in plant AOs (Padiglia et al., 2001);
therefore, in the present study, we investigated the
advantage(s) of the dimeric form in lentil amine oxidase. We
report the kinetic thermal inactivation of LSAO in order to
explain the “conformational lock” and importance of inter-
subunit interaction that confers thermal stability to the
protein.

Materials and Methods

Materials LSAO was purified as previously described (Floris et
al., 1983). Putrescine (1,4-diaminobutane) and horseradish
peroxidase were purchased from the Sigma Chemical Co. (St.
Louis, USA). All of the other chemicals were analytical grade
commercial products.

Enzyme assay LSAO activity was tested by following the change
in absorbance at 470 nm, due to the guaiacol oxidation in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide and horseradish peroxidase. The
complete reaction mixture contained the following: 100 mM
potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0; 13 mM putrescine as a
substrate; 0.1 U/ml horseradish peroxidase; and 0.5 mM guaiacol in
a final volume of 1 ml. The increase of absorbance at 470 nm was
measured by a Shimadzu 3100 spectrophotometer. The resulting
activity was directly used for analysis. Each activity value was the
mean of at least three different determinations.

Thermal inactivation of LSAO The enzyme (7.66 × 10−9 M;
1.15 × 10−3

�mg/ml) was incubated in sealed vials in a 100 mM K-
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, at various temperatures (47-60oC). An
aliquot of enzyme solution was removed from the incubated
samples, cooled immediately to 27oC in a water bath (a temperature
at which the irreversible inactivation of the enzyme reached zero),
then 750 µl of the enzyme solution (27oC) was assayed for enzyme
activity. Cooling on ice was avoided to prevent any irreversible
cold-induced conformational change. In order to prevent the
dissociation of the enzyme dimer, or the formation of
conformational changes due to the effect of the dilution, a small
volume (86 µl) of the assay stock solution (containing putrescine,
peroxidase, and guaiacol) was added to 750 µl of the enzyme
solution for the enzyme assays. The activities that were measured
were used for drawing the thermal inactivation plots.

Optimum temperature determination Topt is defined as the
maximum temperature at which the enzyme activity does not
change during the incubation time (Segel, 1995). Therefore, the
thermal inactivation curves (logarithm of remaining activity
percentage versus incubation time) were drawn with an enzyme
concentration of 1.5 × 10−3 mg/ml (10 × 10−9 M) at different
temperatures for 25 min in order to obtain Topt.

Kinetics of thermal inactivation Data analysis was performed
according to the dissociative-thermal-inactivation theory (Zaitzeva
et al., 1996; Poltorak et al., 1998). For dimeric enzymes, it can be
explained according to the following scheme:

               
(Scheme 1)

                     

where E2 is the active dimer, E1 is the deactive monomer (reversible
dissociation), and Eden is the inactive monomer (irreversible
pathway). Because of some substantial structural alteration, Eden is
unable to be reassociated as E2. The k1, k-1 and kden values can be
obtained by the plot ln(v/v0) versus time under denaturing
conditions (Zaitzeva et al., 1996). For obtaining the k values, a
specific range of temperature (from 3 to 7oC over Topt) and a protein
concentration around the numerical value of dissociation constant
for dimeric protein are necessary. The kinetic curve of thermal
inactivation of a dimeric enzyme under given conditions (see
typical Fig. 1a) consists of two linear phases and an inflection point.
The first phase corresponds to the non-steady-state kinetics of
dissociation of the active dimer into deactive monomer. The second
phase is related to the slow kinetics of irreversible inactivation of
the monomers. This would then assume the following: (1) The
process E2 → E2den is negligible (E2den is irreversible inactive dimer
species, not shown in Scheme 1). (2) The production of Eden is
negligible until reaching the inflection point (t = τ) (τ is the time of
forming the inflection point) of the kinetic curve; it is possible to
calculate the kinetic parameters and equilibrium constant from the
equations 1-4 (Poltorak et al., 1998). Equation (1) is used for
determination of k1:

2 (v/v0) − 1/2/ (v/v0)2 = 3/2 − k1t (t < τ) (1)

where v is the rate of catalytic reaction under saturation with
substrate at time t before the inflection point (t < τ); v0 is the rate at
time t = 0. Equation (2) is used for calculation of Kdis based on the
inflection point:

Kdis = k1/k−1 = 4[E0] (v0 − vτ )2/ v0 vτ (t < τ) (2)

where Kdis is the dissociation equilibrium constant from dimeric to
monomeric form; [E0] is the initial enzyme concentration; vτ is the
rate of catalytic reaction at time τ. The equation (2) should not be
used at a high temperature (kden < k1) (Poltorak et al., 1998). kden can
be calculated by the means of equation (3):

kden = keff (v0 − vt)/2(v0 − vτ) (t ≥ τ) (3)

where keff is the effective rate constant that is determined by the
slope of the straight line (see typical Fig. 1a) at t > τ in the
coordinate of the first-order equation (ln(v/v0) versus t) (Poltorak et
al., 1998).

In some cases (such as newly-isolated preparations), two-phase

k1 kden
E2 2E1 2Eden→↔

k 1–
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thermal inactivation curves of oligomeric enzymes may be
preceded by a latency period (Fig. 1a). This would indicate that
there are several active conformations that pertain to the
“conformational lock” (Poltorak et al., 1998).

                                                     
(Scheme 2)

The “n” value is defined as the minimal number of steps before the
dissociation of the dimeric enzyme. It can be calculated using
equation (4):

n = (0.13 + δ) / (0.13 − 0.05 δ) (4)

where δ is a dimensionless parameter that is experimentally
determined using graph v/v0 versus t (see typical Fig. 1b). (1 + δ) is
the ordinate intercept that is produced by a tangent to the inflection
point of the kinetic curves.

Results and Discussion

Measurement of optimum temperature (Topt) Figure 2
shows the thermal inactivation curve of LSAO. The Topt that is
obtained is 50oC in 25-min intervals.

Kinetics of LSAO thermal inactivation Figure 3 shows
the kinetics of thermal inactivation curves of LSAO at
temperatures of 52 and 57oC. Due to a lack of information
about the dissociation constant of the LSAO dimer, we
experimentally selected the suitable concentration, 7.66 × 10−9

M of LSAO, in order to obtain a non-linear thermal
inactivation curve. The curves are clearly nonlinear that
contain three phases. Due to the equations 1-3, k1 (min−1), then
kden (min−1), and Kdis (M) were calculated using the second
phase, the third phase, and the inflection point of Fig. 3a,
respectively (see Table 1). The first phase was used to
calculate the “n” value (the minimal number of steps before
the dissociation of the dimeric enzyme; see Table 2). Figure
3b shows the kinetics of thermal inactivation curves (v/vo

versus times) at 52 and 57oC. The intercepts on the ordinate
were used to calculate the “n” values (see Equation 4) that are
tabulated on Table 2.

Dissociative thermal inactivation of LSAO Structural
studies on dimeric proteins are often carried out by
equilibrium denaturation methods (Neet and Timm, 1994; De
Francesco et al., 1991; Sacchetta et al., 1993; Sanchez del
Pino and Fersht, 1997). Functional studies have rarely been
reported for studying the dimer denaturation via three-state
(Scheme 3) (Aceto et al., 1992) or two-state (Scheme 4)
mechanisms as follows:

            
(Scheme 3)

        
(Scheme 4)

where N2 is the dimeric native protein, I is the native-like
monomer, and D is the denatured monomer. Poltorak and co-
workers (Poltorak et al., 1998) studied the enzyme activity in
order to gain additional knowledge on the oligomeric enzyme
behavior via the denaturation study. They suggested the

kdis kden
E2 E2

1 E2
2 … E2

n 2E1 2Eden→↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔

K1 K2
N2 2I 2D↔ ↔

K1
N2 2D↔

Fig. 1. Typical shapes of thermal inactivation curves for a
dimeric enzyme that undergoes dissociative thermal inactivation
without and with a latency period corresponding to the Scheme
1 and 2 respectively� (see text); a)� � ,� without latency period;
�, with latency period; b) The graph shows the method for
determining of δ.

Fig. 2. The thermal inactivation curves for LSAO at the
temperatures 47oC (�), 50oC (� ), 57oC (� ) and 60oC (�) to
obtain Topt. The concentration of LSAO is 1.5 × 10−3

� mg/ml
(10 × 10−9M).
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“dissociative thermal inactivation” for the dimeric enzymes
(Scheme 1), which is a similar pattern to the three-state
denaturation model (Scheme 3) (Neet and Timm 1994). The
thermal inactivation of enzymes is usually used for measuring
Topt (Segel, 1995), or for estimating their thermal stability
(Harris and Davidson, 1994; Segel, 1995; Bai et al., 1997).
The logarithm of the remaining activity percentage is
primarily assumed to be a linear function of the time at any
temperature, even if it is not linear (Sriprapundh et al., 2000).
At particular ranges of temperature and enzyme
concentration, the non-linear behavior of the thermal
inactivation of oligomeric enzyme is imposed, and contains
large structural information (Zaitzeva et al., 1996; Poltorak et
al., 1998).

As shown in Fig. 3, the second linear phases of the
curves belong to dissociation behavior at 52 and 57oC as
follows:

      

(Scheme 5)

where Kdis of the reaction depends on the incubation
temperature (Table 1). The deactive monomers can then be
irreversibly denatured into an inactive form. Results of the last
linear phase of plots in Fig. 3 are as follows:

       
(Scheme 6)

In order to confirm the dissociative inactivation, the
dependence of thermal inactivation curve to the enzyme
concentration (Fig. 3a) as a common property of any
reversible dissociation needs to be shown (Poltorak et al.,
1998; Aceto et al., 1992).

“Conformational lock” in LSAO Figures 3 (a, b) shows
the “latency period” during the thermal inactivation for LSAO.
The latency period pertains to the existence of processes that
are due to some possible changes in the dimeric enzyme
structure, but no significant effect on active centers, which
indicates that there is more than one dimeric form. The
minimal number of steps before the dissociation of E2 into
catalytically-inactive monomers for LSAO is defined as ‘n’.
As reported, ‘n’ may vary from 2 to 5 (Poltorak et al., 1998).
For LSAO n = 2 (see Table 2), but it contains three dimeric
forms ( , , and ):

                            
(Scheme 7)

To explain these experimental data, the hypothesis of
“conformational lock” has been proposed and used for the
interpretation of the non-liner thermal inactivation, as reported
for several oligomeric enzymes (Poltorak et al., 1998). To
confirm the conformational lock and dissociative-thermal
inactivation, one should look for two characteristics in the
crystal structure of the enzyme. These characteristics are as
follows: (a) The existence of several (groups of) contacts
between the two subunits for confirming conformational lock.
(b) The existence of at least one of the (groups of) contacts
that is necessary for enzymatic activity in order to explain the

Kdis

E2 2E1↔

kden
E2 Eden↔

E2 E2
1 E2

2

kdis kden
E2 E2

1 E2
2 2E1 2Eden→↔ ↔ ↔

Fig. 3. Kinetics of thermal inactivation of LSAO at the
temperatures 52oC (� ) and 57oC (� ); a) ln(v/v0) versus time, b)
v/v0 versus time. The concentration of LSAO is 7.66 × 109 M for
solid lines. Dashed line shows the same curve at 57oC when the
enzyme concentration was 8.5 × 10−9 M (�).

Table 1. Rate constants (k1 and kden) and dissociative equilibrium
constant (Kdis) of dissociative thermal inactivation of LSAO. The
values were obtained from Fig. 3a according to Scheme 1 using
Equations 1-3.

t (oC) k1 (min−1) Kdis (M) kden (min−1)

52 1.752 × 10−3 03.064 × 10−10 3.52 × 10−4

57 4.716 × 10−3 1.352 × 10−9 8.92 × 10−4

Table 2. “δ” and “n” values for LSAO at the temperatures 52
and 57oC. The δ values were taken from Fig. 3b and inserted in
Equation 4 to calculate “n” values.

Temperature (oC) δ n

52 0.08 1.7 ≈ 2
57 0.08 1.7 ≈ 2
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dissociative inactivation (Poltorak et al., 1998). Since PSAO
has an almost identical structure to LSAO with a 91-95%
identity in amino acid sequences (Moosavi-Nejad et al.,
2001), we then used the X-ray data of PSAO as a model for
the analysis of the LSAO structure.

PSAO has two structurally-identical subunits; each is
composed of three domains, called D2, D3, and D4 (Kumar et
al., 1996). The two subunits have similar interactions, so that
some amino acids from one subunit are close to the other.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the monomeric form can be
catalytically active. Three types of inter-subunit contacts in
PSAO can be observed (Kumar et al., 1996):

(a) Two arms of each monomer are extended to another
monomer that is very near to its active site; the side chain of
Trp482 that is located on one of the two arms is hydrogen-
bonded to the carboxyl group of Asp443 in another subunit,
the residue between the two active site residues His442 and
His444 (Kumar et al., 1996). This may explain the reason
why only the dimeric form of LSAO is catalytically active
(Padiglia et al., 2001).

(b) The hydrophobic interaction area between the D4

domain of monomers may have an important role to protect
radical catalytic intermediates, such as semiquinone against
the accessibility of solvents (Kumar et al., 1996).

(c) On the D4 domains a small β-sheet is made by a short
part of each monomer.

The two first contacts are essential for the enzyme activity.
The latter contact (the small β-sheet) may not have a drastic
effect on the PSAO activity, because it is located far from the
active site and lies in a separated edge of the molecule.
Moreover, there is only one free cysteinyl residue that is near
the C-terminal of each monomer they are very close to each
other (Kumar et al., 1996). At higher temperatures, where the
degree of freedom of rotation and movement of side chains is
increased, the possibility for these cysteine residues to make a
disulfide bridge is suspected. This may provide a viable
explanation for the existence of a more dimeric form of
LSAO. Obviously, alternative mechanisms might also be
hypothesized. Three types of inter-subunit contacts in LSAO
and their interactions demonstrate the possibility of a
multistep opening of the “conformational lock,” and show the
cause for the inactivation of the monomeric enzyme. We
previously reported two active conformations for LSAO (
and ), up to 50oC using an Arrhenius plot and differential-
scanning calorimeter (DSC) profile (Moosavi-Nejad et al.,
2001). Here, our results also show the third dimeric form ( ,
see Scheme 7) of LSAO between 50-57oC.

Therefore, the dimeric structure confers to LSAO a
structural potency to tolerate higher temperatures, due to the
“conformational lock”. A reversible-dissociative-thermal
inactivation (three-state of denaturation) can cause an extra
resistance of the enzyme against higher temperatures.
Therefore, LSAO can relatively retain its structure and activity
at heat stress, although it is not a thermostable enzyme.
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